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Senator keeps groundwater on agenda
Protecting groundwater

might not be as urgent a need
as job creation or closing the
state's budget deficit, but it.
remains a legislative priority
for Republican state Sen. Neal
Kedzie of Elkhorn, and other
state lawmakers from places
where groundwater reserves are
threatened.

Kedzie - chairman of the
Senate Natural Resources
Committee when Republicans
last controlled the Senate -said
he is optimistic the committee
can find time to tackle ground·
water issues next session.

"If I do get the chairmanship
back, we will start. doing some
fact finding and~ mW
that issue to see if it plays into
the immediate economic situ-

alioo. or if it is something that
we try to pursue later on in the
session," he said. '1 have never
taken my eye off the ball with
water issues.. We will move along
deliberntcly ... toward good pub
lic policy on both sides of the
aisle."

Kedzie authored the
Groundwater Protection Act in
2004, which required the state
to track the amount of ground
water conswned by high-<:apac
ity wells. He was also a member
- along with slate Rep. Louis
Molepske Jr., D-5tevens Point
- of the groundwater work
group formed in late 2009 to~
ate new groundwater protection
legislation.

Working as an advisory
committee to the Senate
Environment and Assembly
Natural Resources committees,
their efforts, along with input

from the Department of Natural
Resources and water scientista.
resulted in a proposal to expand
the 2004 bill.

Under the proposal, commu
nities with tight or depleted
groundwater reserves would
have had a say in how local
groundwater was used by croat
ing "groundwater management
arena"

The measure was unpopu
lar with many lawmakers and
fanners, and never came up for
avoW.

Molepske said the biggest
problem with the legislation
was that it would have left most
decisions on local water use
to the Department of Natural
Resoun:es.

"People weren't really con
formable with how the DNR
nUgbt do ;t; be ,,"d. "When the
bill was finally finished, there

were too many questions.."
While he hopes state lawmak

ers are able to come to some
sort of compromise on ground
water legislation, University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point water
resources professor George Kraft
thinks it might be awhile before
there is any movement on an
actual bill.

Kraft added that although
record rainfall in the spring,
summer and fall has raised
nows on many struggling
streams, flows on those water
ways still are below where they
should be.

"If you look at the history of
water issues in other Places. one
ofthe outcomes is that when you
go into a wet period. everybody
forgets (about groundwater) for
a while and then (the problem)
comes back in spades five or 10
years later," he said.


